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Please Rate Your Experience 
 

Date:     Center:       
 
1. Was your visit a Scheduled Appointment or Walk-In?  (Check  one) 
 

   Walk-In    Scheduled Appointment  
 

2.  Please rate our services by entering a number (1 - 4) for each statement below. 

    Strongly            Somewhat            Somewhat              Strongly 
    Disagree        Disagree  Agree                            Agree 

 1 2 3   4 
 
a.)  My appointment time was convenient.     
 

b.)  The clinic receptionist and health care staff were friendly, polite and    
showed concern.       

  

c.)  The doctor, nurse practitioner or physician assistant answered my   
questions and was caring. 

  

d.)  Services are confidential.     
 

e.)  The medical office is clean, comfortable and safe.    
   

f.)  Waiting time is reasonable considering all the services available     
 (Education, exam and pharmacy all at one place).    
 

g.)  The Call Center operator was friendly and helpful.     
 

h.)  Scheduling an appointment through the Call Center was easy      
and convenient. 

 

i.)  The wait time on hold with the Call Center was acceptable.    
 

j.)  The prices are reasonable.      
 

k.)  The online Patient Portal is a convenient way to request an appointment,    
order prescription refills, complete forms and contact my clinician. 

 

3.   Do you plan to return for another visit?  (Check  one)   

   Yes       No 
 

4.  Would you recommend Planned Parenthood to others?  (Check  one)   

   Yes       No 
 

5.  Is there anything we can do better?  (All answers are confidential) 

    

    

Thank you! 
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